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Abstract

Organizational models play a key role in today's enterprise modeling. These mod-
els often show up as partial models produced by people with di�erent conceptual
understandings in a usually decentralized organization, where they are modeled in a
distributed and non-synchronized fashion. For this reason, there is a �rst major need
to organize partial organizational models within a suitable modeling framework, and
there is a second major need to check their mutual conformance. This builds the
basis to integrate the partial organizational models later on into one holistic model
of the organization. Moreover, the partial models can be used for model checking
certain security, risk, and compliance constraints. In order to satisfy the two major
needs, this paper presents two mutually aligned contributions. The �rst one is a new
enterprise modeling framework�the EM-Cube. The second contribution is a new ap-
proach for checking conformance of models that are developed based on the suggested
formal modeling technique associated with the proposed framework. In addition to
that, we evaluate our potential solution against concrete requirements derived from
a real-world scenario coming out of the �nance industry.

Keywords: partial models, conformance analysis, enterprise modeling framework
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1 Introduction

At Credit Suisse we discovered that today's enterprise modelling is facing several chal-
lenges concerning the sound integration of heterogeneous and incomplete models that are
often developed and maintained in a distributed and decentralized way. For this reason,
this paper focuses on how (organizational) models should be organized in an enterprise
modeling framework given these hard side constraints. In particular, given a decentralized
organization, the existing partial models need to be kept mutually aligned and consistent to
make it possible to integrate them in a sound way later on. In order to do that, we review
the real-world situation at Credit Suisse as well as the (scienti�c) literature with regards
to enterprise modeling and conformance checks to come up with requirements based on a
qualitative analysis for a potential solution.

From a practical point of view we focus on the toolability of a potential solution. Here,
hard side constraints like the implementability need to be taken into account. In addition
to that, we expect a potential solution to live in a product eco-system, which means that
it should be able to co-exist (in an integrated way) with other products at the same time.

From a theoretical point of view we focus on the soundness of a potential solution. Here,
hard side constraints are formal properties like correctness and completeness concerning
the used modeling, integration and analysis techniques. Further, we expect a potential
solution to be applied in the context of other methods or best-practices, which means that
it should be in harmony with other methods and best-practices.

Therefore, the research question consists of two parts. Firstly, we need to understand
what kind of modeling framework can support the organization of partial models which is at
the same time compatible with the real-world setting of a big and decentralized organization
like an international bank. Secondly, we need to �nd a way to check consistency issues
between partial models using implementable formal methods that work for any set of valid
input models, such that the implemented tools are usable by the people in the �eld.

As a consequence, this paper presents two contributions that are mutually aligned.
The �rst one is a new enterprise modeling framework, the EM-Cube, that supports the
organization of local knowledge of an organization and that is at the same time compat-
ible with requirements from a big and decentralized organization. The second one is an
implementable approach that helps to analyze the conformance of partial models of an
organizational model using formal techniques of algebraic graph transformation that come
with formal guarantees like correctness, completeness, termination and e�ciency as well
as usability.

In detail, the paper is organized as follows: We �rst present as problem statement our
�ndings from the real-world scenario at Credit Suisse as well as from the (scienti�c) liter-
ature, which is evaluated with regards to enterprise modeling and conformance analysis.
Based on these �ndings, we present requirements derived from the real-world scenario and
the related work that we use to ground a new enterprise modeling framework and its corre-
sponding modeling technique. In a next step, this framework, the EM-Cube, is introduced
and evaluated. Afterwards, an approach for conformance analysis of models based on the
suggested modeling technique is developed and evaluated. Finally, we demonstrate the
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applicability of our approach by the help of a concrete example that is likewise evaluated
and �nish with some conclusions as well as potential future work.

2 Problem Statement

2.1 The Credit Suisse Scenario

The Credit Suisse scenario serves to motivate our potential solution and it provides the
empirical source for real-world requirements that are used for evaluation later on. In detail,
we will re�ect how organizational models that are part of the set of the overall enterprise
models at Credit Suisse are produced, organized and managed [71].

In the given case, a bank like Credit Suisse has a business and IT branch that are
expected to operate in an aligned but independent way. In this context, the purpose of
the used IT technology is to support �nancial business processes. In order to achieve this
goal, the IT branch focuses on setting up an appropriate IT architecture [95]. However,
there are di�erent views on the IT at Credit Suisse. One view is about the way a software
infrastructure is generated. This is done by the help of a model driven engineering [150]
(MDE) process. Another view is about the resulting IT architecture, its management and
development. In order to develop and manage the IT architecture, the IT branch of Credit
Suisse selected TOGAF [132] as the most suitable best practice from their point of view.
Both views are related towards each other. An illustration is presented in Fig. 1.
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Figure 1: Credit Suisse Views

The view of the MDE process is driven by di�erent conceptual models [63], which are
formulated using UML [125] or speci�c UML pro�les [70]. Based on the conceptual models
the MDE process generates logical models, which are then translated into physical models
representing concrete application programs that can be instantiated and executed.

The view of the IT architecture is driven by focussing on a business architecture, an
application architecture and a technology architecture. Orthogonal to these architectures
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at Credit Suisse, there is a data and information architecture as well as a development ar-
chitecture. The business architecture grasps business requirements as data types and class
models that are used later on in the MDE process. The application architecture de�nes
the application landscape as well as the interactions between di�erent applications from a
logical (and physical) point of view. The technology architecture targets the concrete hard-
and software base. The data and information architecture is about scheme development
and integration related to the big volumes of data the bank has to handle. The develop-
ment architecture is about the architecture of a tool chain used to generate applications
based on available models by the help of code generators.

The MDE process is put into relationship with the TOGAF process. In detail, the
application architecture is mapped into a conceptual, logical and physical layer, whereas
the business architecture can be found in the conceptual layer only. The technology ar-
chitecture �nally has its reference in the physical layer of the MDE process. In detail, the
MDE development process at Credit Suisse operates at the conceptual layer with UML-
based BOMs (business object models) [14]. It therefore abstracts away the management of
terminologies and sticks with a pure data type approach. At the logical and physical MDE
layer, logical and physical UML-based application models are used.

Therefore, Credit Suisse is putting priority on modeling an all encompassing IT archi-
tecture by the help of a customized TOGAF process for modeling, building and maintaining
an IT architecture. From a methodological point of view, a classical software engineering
approach is taken that fully builds on UML and speci�c UML pro�les as well as automation
support by the help of code generators.

Organizational security, risk and compliance issues are administrated by applying in-
formal guidelines, checklists and proprietary standards with regard to the used technology
as well as the running business processes, which are enforced on a case-by-case basis by
specialized IT task forces in a handwork way.

2.2 Related Work

2.2.1 Enterprise Modeling

The presented state of the art of enterprise modeling motivates likewise our potential
solution. It has extensively been re�ected in [147] using the industrial standard IEEE
1471 [87], which provides a conceptual framework to describe and classify software intense
systems. It is by itself no method, but a recommended best-practice and acts as a frame
of reference, which focusses on the system of interest, its architecture and stakeholders,
their concerns, the architectural descriptions, the viewpoints of the stakeholders and the
views of the architectural description, the modeling language and the models. However,
we do not develop the full spectrum here, but focus on those aspects, which will help to
motivate real-world requirements for the evaluation of a new enterprise modeling framework
encompassing its corresponding modeling technique.

In the following, we present an overview of some characteristic qualities of enterprise
modeling approaches from the point of view of the Zachmann Framework, ARIS, GERAM,
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SOM, MEMO, TU Lisbon, SEAM, KTH Stockholm, TOGAF and Archimate, the EA
Cube, Niemann and St. Gallen.

The Zachmann Framework [168, 148] is a framework for an information system archi-
tecture covering the whole enterprise. It is best characterized by its modeling layers scope,
business, logical systems, technical systems and detailed representations. Each layer is sliced
by the central questions of what, how, where, who, and why and comes with an increasing
level of details.

ARIS (Architektur integrierter Informationssystemmodellierung) is a specialized archi-
tecture [140, 141, 142], which standardizes the way a business information system is mod-
eled. It sticks with a business process perspective and comes with di�erent, but integrated
views, the ARIS house, on the enterprise using a relational database model, as there is an
organizational view, a data view, a control view, a functional view, and an output view.

GERAM (Generalized Enterprise Reference Architecture and Methodology) [26, 88, 25,
123, 89, 88] is a reference framework for existing methodologies and modeling techniques
that supports the comparison and evaluation of existing enterprise modeling approaches.
It became an ISO standard in 2000 [89]. It can be best characterized by the nine modules,
in which it decomposes. They are about the used reference architecture, the engineering
methodology, the modelling languages, partial models, enterprise modeling concepts, tools,
enterprise models and their implementations as well as an enterprise operational system.

The SOM approach (Semantic Object Model Approach) [68, 67, 66] is a special en-
terprise modeling framework with characteristic layers about the plan of an enterprise,
the business objects and processes and its organizational, technical and physical structure.
Central to the SOM approach is its emphasis of an business object and process system.

The MEMO (Multi-perspective Enterprise Modeling) approach [72, 74, 97, 101, 73] can
best be characterized as modeling from di�erent perspectives like a strategic and organiza-
tional perspective as well as a perspective of information systems. These perspectives are
treated in an integrated way.

The TOGAF framework (The Open Group Architecture Framework) [153] started as
a special technical architecture framework for information systems (TAFIM), which was
published by the US Department of Defense. The current version builds on the ISO
Standard 42010 [87]. It can best be characterized as a codi�ed best-practice from industry
supporting the management of enterprise architectures. As such, it distinguishes a business
architecture, a data architecture, an application architecture and a technology architecture.
It assumes a meta model, which organizes the content types for all architectural layers. In
detail, the framework comes with six meta-model extensions that are about governance,
services [151], business processes, data, infrastructure and motivation modeling.

An optional extension to the TOGAF framework is the Archimate language [94, 96,
109, 108, 93, 16, 110, 130, 111], which aims to support the description of di�erent aspects
like the structure and behavior of an enterprise as well as the processed information. It
further assumes plurality with respect to di�erent visualizations and viewpoints, and seeks
to support the integration of existing documents of enterprise models. Further, it di�eren-
tiates three levels, the business, the application and the technology level. For all aspects
and layers it provides appropriate concepts and visualizations. In addition to that, it is
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assumed to be �exible with respect to di�erent viewpoints and meta-models.
The management approach of enterprise architectures (EA) from TU Lisbon [156, 157,

158, 43, 158, 19, 159, 40, 21, 20, 18, 41, 115, 167] is about modeling information system
architectures (ISA) and about the modeling method itself. The approach uses a high-level
meta-model, the CEO framework, and re�nes this into �ve views as there is an orga-
nizational view, a business view, an information view, a system's application view and
a system's technological view. It can best be characterized by the sub architectures it
assumes like the informational architecture, the application architecture and the techno-
logical architecture. It further builds upon a conceptual understanding of certain business
goals that are assigned to business processes, which run on IT systems.

The SEAM approach (Systemic Enterprise Architecture Methodology) [160, 112, 22,
113, 138, 139, 162, 163, 161, 133] supports interdisciplinary EA projects with methods and
models. By doing this, SEAM seeks to complement existing EA approaches by method-
ological guidance. Key aspects of the SEAM approach are the con�guration of modeling
languages as well as the hierarchical understanding of enterprise systems.

The management approach of enterprise architectures by the KTH Stockholm [61, 91,
76, 92, 90, 106, 107, 119, 39, 60, 98, 131] provides decision support for the IT management
in enterprises. It, therefore, focusses on techniques and models that help to analyze spe-
ci�c qualities of enterprise architectures. As consequence, it complements techniques that
primarily deal with modeling enterprise architectures. The used information models corre-
spond to di�erent view points like an architectural viewpoint, a business process viewpoint
and an application usage viewpoint.

The EA Cube [23, 48, 24, 49, 46, 47] codi�es insights gained from industry and academia.
It can best be described by its hierarchical levels as there is a level of goals and initiatives,
a level of processes and services [151], a level of data and information, a level of systems
and applications, and a level of networks and infrastructure. Orthogonal to these levels
there are common threads in the area of security, standards and workforce. All this is
organized into di�erent segments, one for each line of business. It realizes at the same
time a language and a method. The language de�nes what is being modeled, whereas the
method de�nes how this happens.

The EA Management approach of Niemann [122] summarizes key lessons and guidelines
derived from industrial experience. It can best be described by its three main modeling
levels, which are the business architecture, the application architecture and the system
architecture. Complementary to this structural aspect is the methodological aspect, which
a�ects the di�erent work phases like documentation, analysis, planning and acting.

The EA Management approach of the University of St. Gallen [127, 164, 6, 38, 105,
143, 128, 9, 10, 69, 79, 165, 8, 166, 11, 103, 104, 134, 7, 80] focusses on an holistic approach
to design organizations, which is, therefore, closely related to enterprise modeling and the
management of enterprise architectures. It can best be characterized by its core business
meta-model that serves to model a commercial organization as part of a business engineer-
ing activity. The core business meta-model is complemented by additional extensions that
serve to specify the strategy and possible information systems. The modeling framework
consists of the following layers: a business architecture layer, a process architecture layer,
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an integration architecture layer, a software architecture layer and a technology architecture
layer. At the meta-level the modeling process comes as a special approach to meta-model
engineering, which serves to customize and extent the core business meta-model that is
used to specify the design of a commercial organization.

Based on this analysis we focus on aspects like modeling frameworks and modeling
techniques, partial models, modeling domains and abstraction layers as well as model
requirements. Therefore, we do not focus on very speci�c solutions assuming a certain
organizational type, IT architecture, modeling methodology or modeling language.

2.2.2 Conformance Analysis

The presented state of the art of conformance analysis is intended to motivate likewise
our potential solution in a similar fashion as in the previous cases. As before, we focus
in our presentation on speci�c qualities that help to motivate the real-world requirements
for the evaluation of a new enterprise modeling framework encompassing its corresponding
modeling technique.

In [116] the author analyze whether a business process is executed according to the
prescribed behavior in a process model in order to check for its conformance. In detail,
the author looked at feedback aspects such as �tness, precision, generalization, structure,
frequency, violation and location, which are discussed in the literature. Fitness de�nes how
much of the behavior in an event log is captured by a process model. Precision indicates
how much extra behavior has been contained in the model but no such behavior can be
found in the provided event log. Generalization indicates if a model is not too precise (hence
too static). Structure indicates if the a priori model is well structured and if it is readable.
Frequency indicates how often a speci�c behavior has been performed in reality. Violation
is the complement of the �tness aspect. It assumes that the provided process model only
contains behavior that is allowed. Location indicates where the observed behavior has
deviated from the a priori model. In his study he checked, which of those aspects are
most relevant in a commercial environment. According to the �ndings of the author all
techniques are of equal importance. However, the understandability of the techniques
were judged di�erently by potential users. Fitness and violation aspects were easier to
understand than other techniques. In addition to that, managers understood feedback
techniques signi�cantly better than supervisors.

Similar issues have been investigated in [135, 136, 137, 137, 3]. Here, the authors discuss
conformance analysis between real (business) processes and underlying event logs as well as
real business processes and idealized reference models of such processes. In the �rst case,
they focus on �tness and appropriateness. In the second case, they investigate and quantify
the deviations between business processes in order to check for regulatory compliance.

A fully di�erent point of view is taken by the authors in [121, 120]. Here, conformance
is discussed by looking at software engineering documents and their relationships. Such
documents can, for example, represent raw data for (business) process speci�cation. In
detail, the authors exam under which conditions such documents are in semantic harmony
by using a hyper text approach.
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Based on this analysis we focus on aspects like conformance between models of di�erent
organizational sub-domains within a similar level of abstraction. Therefore, we do not focus
on aspects related to the conformance of models within di�erent levels of abstraction within
one single domain.

2.3 Analysis

2.3.1 Requirements derived from the real-world Scenario

Subsequently, we like to present selected requirements that are intended to support and
evaluate the development of a new enterprise modeling framework as well as a correspond-
ing modeling technique based on insights gained from the empirical analysis of the real-
world scenario at Credit Suisse. We conceptually introduce each requirement and show its
underlying motivation with relation to the analyzed scenario. The selected requirements
are summarized in the following table (see Fig. 2).

Name Description Check

R1a Separation of Organizational Models and IT Architectural Models Must
R1b Separation of IT Architectural Models from IT Technology Models Must
R2 Separation of Organizational Business and IT Models Must
R3 Mutual Alignment of Organizational Business and Organizational IT Models Must
R4a Mutual Alignment of Organizational IT and IT Architectural Models Must
R4b Mutual Alignment of IT Architectural Models and IT Technology Models Must
R5 Separation of Organizational Models from Organizational Constraints Must
R6 Endowing Organizational Models with Formal Semantics Must
R7 Endowing Organizational Constraints with Formal Semantics Must
R8 Realizing Formal Semantics with Formal Tools Must
R9 IT Architecture Model re�ects a Service Oriented Architecture Optional
R10 Use of one Generic Formal Syntax Model for all Types of Languages Must
R11 Use of Implementable Formal Syntax Transformation Techniques Must
R12 Support of Conformance Checks between Models Must
R13 Support of Language Families of Small Domain Languages Must
R14 Support of bidirectional Model Transformation and Integration Must
R15 Support of Partial Models Must
R16 Support of a loose Coupling of Models Must

Figure 2: Selected Requirements based on the Credit Suisse Scenario

In the scenario, we found evidence that it is an advantage to separate organizational
models from IT architectural models (R1a) because this helps to avoid modeling in two
conceptual coordinate systems in an integrated way, which unavoidably is causing prob-
lems. The same is true when separating IT architectural models from IT technology
models (R1b). In both cases, the underlying domain speci�c modeling languages evolve
independently, the same may become true for their conceptual coordinate systems, which
is going to break integrated modeling artifacts and, therefore, results in maintainability
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problems like lower �exibility and higher costs. A di�erent situation can be found in the
scenario between organizational business and organizational IT models (R2). Here, a dif-
ferent speed of modeling life cycles is the primary reason to keep the mutually depending
modeling spaces separate. Assuming separate modeling spaces for organizational business
and organizational IT models, a bidirectional alignment between these models in their
prevailing modeling spaces become necessary (R3). Analogously, organizational IT models
representing the data logistics in organizational terms need to be aligned with IT archi-
tectural models (R4a), and IT architectural models need to be aligned with IT technology
models (R4b) representing the underlying hard- and software infrastructure in software
and system engineering terms. The need to check organizational models regarding certain
security, risk and compliance properties calls for organizational constraints, which leads
to a natural separation of the modeling space of organizational models and the one for
their corresponding constraints (R5). The objective to have the organizational constraints
checked in a sound way leads to the requirement of using formal methods, which makes it
necessary to have organizational models and their constraints underpinned by some kind
of formal semantics (R6, R7). In addition to that, any such kind of formal semantics needs
to be grounded in existing implementations of available formal tools in order to be able to
automate possible model checking techniques (R8) easily. Depending on the current fash-
ion, the IT architectural models may put a description layer on top of the existent hard-
and software infrastructure, which encapsulates technological models. Here, architectural
models may represent a service oriented architecture (R9). However, our understanding
is that regarding the examined scenario this is a soft requirement that may be altered
towards any other suitable type of IT architecture as long as the type of architecture does
not remain unspeci�ed. Because we need to discuss properties of languages and their ar-
tifacts a generic formal syntax technique is needed (R10), which can cope with all types
of languages used in our scenario at the same time. Once, such language artifacts that
represent models in our scenario are required to be transformed or synchronized in a auto-
mated and sound way, implementable formal syntax transformation techniques are needed
(R11). Assuming decentralized and asynchronous modeling activities, automated confor-
mance tests become mandatory (R12) to identify potential inconsistencies between models.
We believe that such tests should be realized on top of the generic formal language model
and its corresponding syntax transformation techniques. Further, our observations of the
real-world modeling activities and processes at Credit Suisse led to the insight that we need
support for integrated language families of small and evolving domain speci�c modeling
languages (R13). In the ideal case, this support is realized by the help of the generic formal
language model and its corresponding syntax transformation techniques we propose, which
would facilitate the language integration and prepare the ground for the formal analysis
of potential language and model properties. Regarding possible model transformation and
integration operations we found evidence that such operations are required to work in a
bidirectional way (R14) in order to support the management of horizontal relationships of
models in addition to classical vertical relations as they can be found in today's generator
driven approaches. We believe that organizational knowledge can best be represented by
the help of partial models (R15). Finally, the change rate, we were able to observe, requires
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models to be loosely coupled (R16). The best-practice of tight data schema integration
applied to the di�erent domain models used at Credit Suisse fails here in the evaluated
scenario to provide the needed �exibility.

2.3.2 Requirements derived from related work

As in the above case, we like to present selected requirements that are intended to support
and evaluate the development of a new enterprise modeling framework as well as the
corresponding modeling technique we suggest based on insights gained from the analysis of
the related work, taking the view of enterprise modeling and conformance analysis as well
as others. We conceptually introduce each requirement and show its underlying motivation
with relation to the literature. The selected requirements are summarized in the following
table (see Fig. 3).

Name Description Check

R17 Use of a Model Framework Must
R18 Use of Enterprise Engineering as Methodology Must
R19 Letting the concrete IT Architecture being a Parameter Must
R20 Support for Language-Critical Reconstruction Techniques Must
R21 Support of Agile Modeling Techniques Must
R22 Support of Model Transformation Techniques Must
R23 Support of Language Spaces Must
R24 Support of Scheme- and Instance-Models Must
R25 Mutual Alignment of Models and their Requirements Must
R26 Use of Formal Syntax Analysis Techniques Must
R27 Reuse of already Implemented Formal Semantics Must
R28 Support of Modeling and Programming Languages Must
R29 Support of Graphical and Textual Domain Languages Must
R30 Support of Formal Languages Must
R31 Support of Language Integration Must
R32 Use of Dimensional Descriptors Must

Figure 3: Selected Requirements based on the Related Work

As it is discussed in various references [89] there is an obvious need to organize enterprise
models by the help of a modeling framework (R17). Such enterprise models are usually
created using one possible modeling technique [154, 53], whereas the recommended mod-
eling methodology [126] remains orthogonal to the chosen technique. In [126] enterprise
engineering is recommended (R18) as methodology for the development of organizational
models. Further, the wide variety of possible IT architectures discussed in the literature
[10] makes it look reasonable to keep the type of the concrete IT architecture, which is
part of an overall enterprise architecture, a given, but variable parameter (R19). Besides
this and because the overwhelming number of enterprise documents are written in some
natural language a kind of natural language processing is required before their content can
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be used to develop enterprise models. Here, language-critical re-construction techniques as
introduced in [144] show a good potential to support this process (R20). Regarding pos-
sible modeling techniques, agile modeling [13] is maybe the best option when it comes to
incomplete and inconsistent information in a distributive and asynchronous modeling pro-
cess that need to be supported in order to set up organizational enterprise models (R21).
Today, such enterprise models are heavily used to generate source code as it is discussed in
[150]. So, it appears mandatory to support vertical transformation techniques (R22). For
practical reasons, organizational enterprise models may be part of di�erent, but loosely
integrated sub-domains as there are processes and rules, for example [31]. Therefore, the
support of handling di�erent, but overlapping language spaces is needed (R23). In addi-
tion to that it is important to notice that enterprise models not only encompass schemes
but also instances [30]. A scheme can be, for example, a business process model, whereas
an instance, on the other hand, may represent a given IT landscape. As a consequence,
scheme and instance models must be supported (R24) at the same time. Further, the need
for a continues quality assurance of enterprise models [36] makes it necessary to ground
them in corresponding model requirements (R25). This could be supported by linking
both, models and requirements, in a bidirectional way. Besides this, quality assurance of
models also bene�ts from formal syntax analysis techniques (R26), which help to assure,
for example, that certain syntactical modeling constraints are respected [53]. The need to
check semantic properties of enterprise models makes it looks promising to ground their
speci�c semantics on the implemented semantics of already existing formal tools [28, 37,
36] (R27), because this enables software reuse and automatic evaluation of semantic prop-
erties at the same time. In the related work, modeling languages like UML [154] as well as
programming languages like Java [12, 17] are used to build enterprise models and to gen-
erate executable code at the end (R28). Sometimes modeling languages are complemented
by textual or graphical domain languages [30, 31] (R29). However, the underlying purpose
remains the same, generating program code. In speci�c scenarios, formal speci�cation lan-
guages are used (R30), for example, to check certain semantic properties of domain models
[36]. Because enterprise models often are build up on top of di�erent types of languages
[32], language integration becomes a central issue [155] (R31). Finally, in order to keep a
future solution of enterprise modeling manageable, orthogonal descriptors should help to
keep the overall complexity low [88, 89] (R32).

3 Enterprise Modeling

3.1 The new EM-Cube

The �rst main contribution is the new EM-Cube, which is presented next, an evaluation is
given afterwards. It is a special enterprise modeling framework that supports the organiza-
tion of partial organizational models in a way, which is compatible with a decentralized and
asynchronous modeling process executed people having di�erent conceptual understand-
ings observed in the Credit Suisse scenario. It is further aligned with formal techniques
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of algebraic graph transformation that we suggest as corresponding modeling technique.
Algebraic graph transformation helps to automate a wide range of modeling operations
needed in the context of this cube.
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Figure 4: The EM-Cube (Version 2)

In detail, the purpose of the EM-Cube1 is to provide a modeling framework for the
organizational business model, the organizational IT model, the (logical and physical) IT
architecture model and the IT technology model of a commercial organization. Because
a holistic organizational model is usually not available as such, it is assumed to be build
up based on partial organizational models. These partial organizational models fall into
di�erent organizational sub-domains as shown in Fig. 4. They target cybernetic models,
models of the organizational structure, organizational service models, organizational pro-
cess models, organizational rule models, organizational agent models and organizational
object models. The corresponding families of domain speci�c modeling languages for the
di�erent organizational sub-domains are assumed to be mutually integrated in a loose way.

Further on, the EM-Cube requires to model organizational constrains separately from
organizational models in order to enable model checking of organizational models later on.
The suggested domains for organizational constraints fall into di�erent champs depending
on the underlying veri�cation or validation techniques used for the checks as there are
proving or simulation techniques. In the special case of testing constraints that relate to
real-world organizational behavior of a socio-technical system, such constraints can not be
model checked and therefore need to be propagated into the IT hardware- and software
infrastructure and validated during normal operations.

1A �rst version of the EM-Cube was published in [35, 36].
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Requirements, �nally, constitute a modeling space of their own. Organizational require-
ments are assumed to provide the reconstructed knowledge base used to ground (partial)
organizational models. They may be derived out of organizational handbooks, or appear
out of interviews with organizational domain experts. IT architectural requirements are
assumed to provide the architectural speci�cations for the IT architecture model. Techno-
logical requirements specify soft- and hardware properties of the back-end. Organizational,
IT architectural and technological requirements are assumed to be loosely coupled with
their corresponding models and constraints.

The separation of the di�erent modeling domains of the organizational business and
IT model, of the organizational IT model and the IT architecture model, and of the IT
architecture model and the IT infrastructure model is cured by mutual alignments (A2,
A4, A5), respectively. As a consequence, the EM-Cube helps to organize an organizational
business model that is aligned with an organizational IT model, which is mapped towards
a logical IT architecture that leads to a physical IT architecture, which is aligned with an
existing hard- and software infrastructure represented by the help of an IT infrastructure
model.

The organizational models in the EM-Cube are either human-centric or machine-centric
models. Human-centric models are models build by the help of domain speci�c modeling
languages, which support incomplete, inconsistent and partial models. Machine-centric
models are models created using machine languages, which are expected to be well-formed.
Human-centic models are intended to grasp the modeling input from humans, whereas
machine-centric models are intended to provide (a part of) the codi�ed formal semantics
for such human-centric models. In order to equip human-centric models with a formal
semantics in a �exible way they are aligned by the help of declarative correspondance
rules with machine-centric models (A1, A3). Either type of model shows up as syntactical
artifact, which can be processed automatically by implemented formal syntax techniques.

Further on, models can be scheme or instance models. In the case of organizational
models, scheme models describe, for example, the type of a business process like a loan
granting process. An organizational instance model, in contrast, could be used to represent
a given IT landscape. In the case of technological models, scheme models may end up
as programs coming out of a generation process, whereas instance models may be used
to reference running software services (A5). Analogously, requirements decompose into
general and speci�c statements, either grounding parts of a scheme or instance model.

In order to be as close as possible to the given real-world scenario at Credit Suisse
the EM-Cube assumes an IT architecture that is service oriented. However, other IT
architectures are possible, too. Here, this IT architecture model is described by platform
independent and platform dependent models, which can be decomposed into basis services,
composed services and process services models. Platform dependent models are thought
to be aligned with a given hard- and software infrastructure, the so called back-end.

Given the di�erent types of models, we like to suggest to apply di�erent modeling
processes. Human-centric models may be best created using an agile modeling process
[13], whereas IT architecture models �t better with a process that uses a model driven
engineering approach (MDE) [150]. Organizational requirements, which need to be recon-
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structed from organizational handbooks could be produced using a modeling process based
on language-critical re-construction techniques ("Language-critical RE") [144], whereas ar-
chitectural requirements could be supported by the help of system engineering techniques
("System E") [77], and technological requirements could be realized using software engi-
neering techniques ("So E") [27].

3.2 Example: Concrete Organizational Enterprise Models

For the purpose of demonstration, we use an already presented human-centric business pro-
cess model [36] that we like to check if it conforms with other human-centric organizational
models. Here, the used business process model is build upon a simpli�ed loan granting
process in the �nance industry that is complemented by continuity snippets, which encode
possible back-up solutions in case parts of the original process fail [36].

In the following, however, we abstract from business continuity and put the focus on
conformance problems between such a concrete loan granting process as presented in Fig.
5 and other organizational models that may be related to it. In our case, those other
organizational models are models of the organizational hierarchy, models of the business
and IT service landscape, organizational models of access rights and type structures for
organizational agents as presented in Fig. 6. Based on what we have learned from the
Credit Suisse scenario such organizational models are typically provided by di�erent people
at di�erent places and at di�erent times in the organization. Beyond that we learned that
these people are organizational domain experts who are codifying their local knowledge into
such models using small but focused ad-hoc domain languages using their own concepts
while describing the organization.

In detail, we now like to introduce the di�erent organizational models that constitute
our example. In the Credit Suisse scenario domain models come as special UML models.
However, here, we use for the sake of simplicity an extended event-driven process chain
(EPC) model for the critical business process in Fig. 5 as well as some domain models
expressed in ad-hoc DSMLs for the related organizational models in Fig. 6.

The human-centric business process (BP) model in Fig. 5 represents a simpli�ed loan
granting process. The overall picture is that in this process a relationship manager (RM)
gets (F1, F2) data from a potential customer (C) that is stored (F3, F4) into some databases
and used to calculate (F5, F6) the credit worthiness (CW) and the overall rating of a
customer to enable (F7) a customer acceptance decision for the requested loan. Once,
such a customer is accepted, a personalized loan o�er and a corresponding contract is
created (F8, F9). This contract is signed (F10, F11) in the following by the relationship
manager and the customer. A credit o�cer (CO) needs to approve (F12) this contract
afterwards. Finally, the loan is payed out (F13) and the repayment of the loan starts
(F14). When the last installment is payed, the contract is closed (F15). Besides this
high-level view, we like to point to some technical details of the model. In comparison
with a standard EPC, this model is extended in a way that it has organizational objects
in two columns. On the right side they de�ne which organizational entities are executing
a certain business or IT function (F). On the left side they depict the sources and sinks
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Figure 5: Given human-centric business process model (BP model M1)
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of the ongoing data �ow between organizational entities and business or IT functions.
Other candidates for such sources and sinks are IT applications and real-world documents
like contracts. The blue rectangles that �t between the business and IT functions and
the sources and sinks of the data �ow represent the view on the cache of a potential
work�ow engine while executing this work�ow. Rectangles with bold edges stand for
permanent memory cells while rectangles with dashed edges represent volatile memory
cells. Therefore, a work�ow engine can temporarily cache data coming from business or IT
functions as well as applications or organizational entities. The volatile elements help to
have manual and automated parts of a work�ow in one integrated model. In the middle of
the diagram, business and IT functions are listed as green, and possible events are listed
as red diagram elements. Composed elements, as it is the case for some organizational
entities and applications, are thought to act as one element.

Figure 6: Given and (partially) integrated human-centric organizational models (PIO
model M2)

The human-centric organizational model in Fig. 6 is a composition of actually 4 orga-
nizational models that are presented in an partially integrated way in order to simplify our
example on conformance analysis. However, the conformance analysis can be performed
as well separately for the single models, i.e., via 4 separate conformance checks.

The �rst component of the partially integrated organizational (PIO) model in Fig. 6
speci�es a human-centric agent model (see top fragment of the �gure), which comes as
a special type hierarchy. It di�erentiates between human and software agents. Human
agents are further specialized into external and internal agents. Here, external agents are
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customers and internal agents are managers, credit advisors, credit o�cers and relationship
managers. Software agents subsume price engines, contract, credit worthiness and rating
applications.

The human-centirc hierarchy model in Fig. 6 de�nes that a manager is supervising a
relationship manager, a credit advisor and a credit o�cer. Customers stand for their own.

The human-centric service landscape model in Fig. 6 documents that there are di�erent
business service nodes like a credit advisor, an employee and a customer as well as IT service
nodes like a price engine and a contract application. The di�erent communication channels
between those service nodes are named according to their underlying purpose.

The human-centric rule model in Fig. 6 is representing access rights that de�ne which
agent has a read or write access right in relation to a certain database application or
regarding a contractual paper document.

3.3 Illustrative Remarks about Details of the EM-Cube

Both, organizational models and constraints as well as the corresponding organizational
requirements, are explained in detail in the following tables.

Business
/ IT
Universe

Symbol Domain: Illustrative remarks

Human-
centric
Models

MHBC/HIC Cybernetics and Objectives: Cybernetic IT models are discussed
in [4]. One possible approach is to use multi-domain models
build on Modelica [75]. Objectives can be realized as target
functions in a control circuit. Cybernetic models could add
control elements to a business process model in order to manage
its performance helping to keep the original process model lean.
In the context of the EM-Cube we like to recommend to use
a graphical domain language for control models that may be
enriched with a textual domain language.

MHBH/HIH Hierachy and Matrix: An attempt of modeling organizational
structures can be found in [2]. In this case, the meta-language
UML is used. In the context of the EM-Cube we would like
to recommend to use a graphical domain language in order to
model organizational structures.

Figure 7: Human-centric Organizational Models (Part I)
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Business
/ IT
Universe

Symbol Domain: Illustrative remarks

MHBS/HIS Services: There are di�erent approaches to model service land-
scapes. One, for example, is focussing on events as it was pre-
sented in [118], another one is looking at message streams be-
tween agents as discussed in [15]. Potential models can be build
using the approach of UML pro�les or formal methods like reo
[15]. Here, we suggest to focus on graphical domain models that
represent service nodes and their connectors and that allow to
specify the di�erent types of communication channels, which
may be best addressed by a graphical domain language that
is integrated with a textual domain language that serves the
speci�cation of certain parameters.

MHBP/HIP Processes: Business and IT processes are usually expressed us-
ing graphical domain languages like it is the case for event
driven process chains [44]. However, there is a pleantropa of fur-
ther languages available. Our recommendation in the context
of the EM-Cube are graphical domain languages that soundly
integrate with textual domain languages for additional speci�-
cations.

MHBR/HIR Rules: Business and IT rules can be governed by meta-models
as presented in [129], or they can be processed by the help
of emerging web standards like [114]. Our recommendation for
modeling rules would be to go for textual domain languages.

MHBA/HIA Agents: In the case of agent modeling, we recommend to use a
textual domain language.

MHBO/HIO Objects: Object in the context of the Credit Suisse scenario
show up as business object models (BOMs), which are encoded
using UML or UML pro�les. We would like to suggest to use
ontologies for the di�erent domains instead [152, 149].

Figure 8: Human-centric Organizational Models (Part II)
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Business /
IT Universe

Symbol Domain: Illustrative remarks

Machine-
centric
Models

MMBC/MIC Cybernetics and Objectives: A candidate for a textual ma-
chine language for cybernetic models is Modelica. Modelica
supports hybrid simulation models, which are build on au-
tomatas and di�erential equations that are realized as im-
plemented formal semantics by tools like OpenModelica or
Dymola [75].

MMBH/MIH Hierachy and Matrix: In the context of the Credit Suisse
scenario organizational structures are modeled using UML
or UML pro�les. However, we suggest to ground domain
models of organizational structures on an implemented for-
mal semantics like f-logic [99]. Details of possible textual
machine languages are left for future work.

MMBS/MIS Services: A potential candidate for a graphical machine lan-
guage for service landscapes is reo [15], which has been suc-
cessfullly mapped to mcrl2 [102] as an implemented formal
semantics [78].

MMBP/MIP Processes: Process models have been equipped with a
pleantropa of formal semantics. In the context of the analy-
sis of the Credit Suisse scenario we found evidence that the
mcrl2 language is useful for the purpose of model checking
of business processes [36]. It implements the formal seman-
tics of an advanced process algebra encompassing a modal
logic which can be used to specify and check complex system
behavior [78].

MMBR/MIR Rules: Possible candidates for a textual machine languages
are rule languages that are build on �rst-order logic [50, 37]
as an implemented formal semantics. Available implemen-
tations are, for example, Prolog systems [42] or specialized
commercial products.

MMBA/MIA Agents: Agent domain models can be, for example, grounded
on a formally speci�ed speech-act semantics [29]. Possible
implementations and corresponding textual machine lan-
guages are left for future work.

MMBO/MIO Objects: Possible candidates for a textual machine language
are ontology speci�cation languages as they can be found in
commercial products like Ontobroker from Ontoprise. In this
case, the implemented formal semantics realizes the f-logic
as introduced in [99].

Figure 9: Machine-centric Organizational Models
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Business /
IT Universe

Symbol Domain: Illustrative remarks

Human-
centric
Models

MHBPR/HIPR Proving Regulations: In the case of the discussed loan grant-
ing process [36] it can be, for example, imagined that a tex-
tual domain language is used to express organizational secu-
rity constraints of a business process.

MHBOR/HIOR Optimizing Risks: The modeling of operational risks could
be realized by using prede�ned control elements developed in
a graphical domain language for control models [4]. Details
are currently under investigation.

MHBTG/HITG Testing Guidelines: The modeling of hypotheses could be
realized by the help of textual domain languages, in which
properties of socio-technical systems are described. The de-
velopment of such domain languages is part of the potential
future work.

Figure 10: Human-centric Organizational Constraints

Business /
IT Universe

Symbol Domain: Illustrative remarks

Machine-
centric
Models

MMBPR/MIPR Proving Regulations: In the case of the discussed loan grant-
ing process the organizational security constraint of the 4-
eye-principle regarding the business process at stake is se-
mantically encoded by the fully implemented modal logic,
which comes with mcrl2 as a possible machine language [36].

MMBOR/MIOR Optimizing Risks: Possible candidates for an implemented
formal semantics are simulation systems that can handle
hybrid simulation models by interpreting automata speci-
�cations and systems of di�erential equations [4]. Modelica
could be considered to be a candidate of a possible machine
language in this case.

MMBTG/MITG Testing Guidelines: Here, it could be promising to have a
detailed look at di�erent machine languages of computer al-
gebra systems implementing a variety of formal semantics.
However, a detailed investigation remains part of the poten-
tial future work.

Figure 11: Machine-centric Organizational Constraints
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Business /
IT Universe

Symbol Domain: Illustrative remarks

Human-
centric
Models

MHBRe/HIRe
Statements: General and speci�c organizational statements
could be expressed in a reconstructed organizational domain
language [144].

Machine-
centric
Models

MMBRe/MIRe
Statements: Our impression is that �rst-order logic could
be used as a formal semantics to ground a reconstructed
organizational domain language. In this case Prolog could
be used [42].

Figure 12: Human-centric and machine-centric Organizational Requirements

3.4 Evaluation

In a next step, we evaluate our new modeling framework against requirements that came out
of the analysis of the real-world scenario at Credit Suisse as well as from the analysis of the
related work. We abstract from requirements that are only supported by the corresponding
modeling technique, we suggest to use in combination with the EM-Cube. The selected
requirements are summarized in the following table (see Fig. 13).

Name Description Check

R1a Separation of Organizational Models and IT Architecture Models OK
R1b Separation of IT Architecture Models from IT Technology Models OK
R2 Separation of Organizational Business and IT Models OK
R3 Mutual Alignment of Organizational Business and Organizational IT Models OK
R4a Mutual Alignment of Organizational IT and IT Architectural Models OK
R4b Mutual Alignment of IT Architecture Models and IT Technology Models OK
R5 Separation of Organizational Models from Organizational Constraints OK
R6 Endowing Organizational Models with Formal Semantics OK
R7 Endowing Organizational Constraints with Formal Semantics OK
R8 Endowing Formal Semantics with Formal Tools OK
R9 Use of a Service Oriented Architecture OK
R15 Support of Partial Organizational Models OK
R17 Use of a Model Framework OK
R19 Letting the concrete IT Architecture being a Parameter OK
R23 Support of Language Spaces OK
R24 Support of Scheme- and Instance-Models OK
R25 Mutual Alignment of Models plus their Constraints and Model Requirements OK
R32 Use of orthogonal Dimensional Descriptors OK

Figure 13: Selected Requirements for the Speci�cation of the EM-Cube

In the EM-Cube organizational business and IT models are separated (R1a) from IT
architecture models by a mutual alignment (R4a, A4). The same is true (R1b) for the
separation of IT architecture models and IT technology models describing the hard- and
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software back-end, linked likewise by the help of alignments (R4b, A5). Organizational
business models and organizational IT models are equally separated (R2) by a mutual
alignment (R3, A2). Besides this, organizational models are separated from their corre-
sponding organizational constraints (R5). Organizational business and IT models as well
as their corresponding constraints are assumed to be entered as human-centric models
and aligned with machine-centric models that codify aspects of their corresponding formal
semantics (R6, R7). In [37, 36] we were able to show that such a formal semantics can
be provided by the help of a formal tool (R8). This example was realized in the context
of an earlier version of the EM-Cube. In the second version of the EM-Cube presented
in this paper the architecture models decompose into platform independent and platform
speci�c models that can be di�erentiated further into process services, composed services
and basis services. Therefore, we assume that organizational models are aligned towards
and executed by a service oriented IT architecture (R9). However, because of the explicit
alignment, organizational models can easily be aligned towards and executed by any other
type of IT architecture that might be appropriate in a given context. Therefore, the con-
crete architectural type can remain a given but �exible parameter (R19). The use of partial
organizational models (R15) is supported by the concept of human-centric models, which
can be incomplete and maybe even inconsistent, whereas machine-centric models are re-
quired to be well-formed. Both worlds are combined by the help of �exible and declarative
correspondence rules as part of the corresponding modeling technique. In addition to that,
there is an assumed bidirectional alignment between (partial) models and their constraints
with corresponding model requirements (R25). All alignments are assumed to be realized
by the help of declarative correspondence rules. As can be seen in Fig. 4, the new EM-
Cube is a special modeling framework (R17) that soundly supports the organization of
models in line with the di�erent sub-domains identi�ed in the Credit Suisse scenario, each
representing its own language space (R23). It also supports the handling of organizational
scheme and instance models (R24). Its orthogonal dimensional descriptors (R32) as dis-
cussed in [88, 89] can easily be formulated as there is a dimension for the purpose of models
like organization, architecture or technology, and as there is a dimension for the nature of
models like human-centric, machine-centric or software-centric.

4 Conformance Analysis

4.1 Algebraic Graph Transformation

The second main contribution is a formal solution that helps to check the mutual con-
formance of organizational models that are located in di�erent parts of the EM-Cube.
This solution uses formal techniques of algebraic graph transformation (AGT). It is hold
compatible with requirements for the new EM-Cube.

AGT as a formal technique operates on the abstract syntax of textual and graphical
(visual) languages. It is used to de�ne implementable operations for the construction, in-
tegration, transformation and synchronization of models [53, 56, 84]. In addition to that,
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the formal analysis and modi�cation of models are supported. Its powerful and automated
formal analysis techniques are a major advantage compared to other approaches like meta
modelling [124]. In this paper, we bene�t from this special capability by using several avail-
able formal results for our implementable formal solution for conformance checks between
models.

While meta modelling is purely declarative, AGT is used as a constructive but also as
a declarative speci�cation technique and even allows the combination of both [53, 64]. In
all cases, the type graph speci�es the main structural requirements of the instance graphs
by de�ning the possible node, attribute and edge types and, moreover, the inheritance
structures. This concept directly corresponds to the de�nition of the meta model in meta
modelling, which describes the types of possible objects and links. The type graph can be
extended by graph constraints [81, 53] that have to be satis�ed by all instance graphs of
the domain language, which correspond to the de�nition of constraints in meta modelling.
Moreover, a type graph with constraints can be extended with transformation rules leading
to a graph grammar. These transformation rules form the constructive part, because
the rules are used to construct the possible instance graphs that additionally satisfy the
constraints and this way, they generate the speci�ed language. Thus, the modeller of a
domain language can choose which domain restrictions to put in the graph constraints and
which to ensure by the transformation rules automatically.

Figure 14: Conformance Check

The main concept of a conformance check using AGT is visualized in Fig. 14. Given
two models M1 and M2, we perform three steps. At �rst, model M1 is reduced to sub
model M ′

1 by removing those elements that are not relevant for the conformance check.
In step two, model M ′

1 is transformed into model M ′
2, which belongs to the domain lan-

guage of the given model M2. The last step checks whether the generated model M ′
2 of

this transformation matches model M2 in a suitable way, i.e., ful�lling some conformance
conditions. In particular, model M ′

2 does only contain information that can be computed
from the information available in M1. For this reason, model M2 may contain additional
information compared to model M ′

2. Note that this conformance checking process is a
purely syntactical operation.

This conceptual idea can be realized by AGT. In order to do this, we are required
to provide a formal operation for model transformations that is correct and complete on
the syntactic level and we are further required to provide a formal operation for pattern
matching of models. As a consequence, a concrete conformance check can be realized in a
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formal way that is fully implementable.
Before giving all necessary de�nitions, we like to start with an illustrative extract of

our compact example that should help to absorb the formalisms more easily later on. In
detail, we take the given human-centric business process (BP) model in Fig. 5, which we
call model M1. We check the conformance of model M1 with model M2, which is the given
(partially) integrated human-centric organizational (PIO) model in Fig 6. For this purpose,
we take the type graph for the domain language of business process models and restrict it
to those types that we need for our conformance check. This means that we abstract away
those types that do not contribute anything in this case. This allows us to automatically
reduce BP model M1 to a reduced BP model M ′

1 (RBP model), which does not contain any
element typed over a removed type. In the second step, we execute a model transformation
on the RBP model M ′

1 and derive the resulting model PIO model M ′
2, which is depicted

in Fig. 24. In the last step, we perform automated pattern matching in order to check
whether the generated model M ′

2 (Fig. 24) matches the elements and structures of model
M2 in Fig. 6. If a valid match is found, we know that model M1 conforms to model M2

and if no valid match is found, we know that model M1 does not conform to model M2.
In order to perform the conformance check, we �rst have to de�ne the relationship of

the two involved domain languages and provide a fully automatic model transformation.
For this purpose, we use the concept of triple graph grammars (TGGs, see [145]). A
triple graph G = (GS ← GC → GT ) consists of three graphs, which are called source,
correspondence and target graphs. The source graph GS speci�es the abstract syntax
of a model in the �rst (source) domain and the target graph GT speci�es the abstract
syntax of a model in the second (target) domain. The correspondence graph GC together
with additional morphisms s : GC → GS and t : GC → GT speci�es the correspondences
between elements of GS and elements of GT . This general concept allows for arbitrary
correspondences between source and target elements, i.e., an element of a source model
can be related to an arbitrary amount of elements of the corresponding target model.

A triple graph grammar TGG = (TG , SG ,TR) consists of a triple type graph TG , a
triple start graph SG and a set of triple rules TR. The triple type graph for the model
transformation is depicted in Fig. 15 and the start graph in our example is the empty triple
graph SG = ∅. The triple type graph (see Fig. 15) speci�es the general structure of the
concrete domain models and, moreover, the possible correspondences between the nodes
of these models. It consists of a source type graph TGS, a target type graph TGT and
a correspondence type graph TGC . The grey arrows specify the mappings between the
correspondence type graph and the domain type graphs TGS and TGT . Intuitively, these
grey arrows specify how elements of the source domain (domain of RBP model M ′

1) can
be aligned via correspondence links with elements of the target domain (domain of PIO
model M2). The actual mutual correspondence links of two given models are created by
the triple rules and have to respect the structure as de�ned in the triple type graph. For
example, actors and resources of the source domain (RBP) are directly aligned with their
corresponding actors and resources in the target domain (PIO). Nodes of type �Function� in
the source domain correspond to nodes of type �Channel� in the target domain. Note that a
type graph may contain inheritance edges (white arrow head). In the present example, this
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Figure 15: Triple Type Graph in abstract and concrete Syntax

is the case for the node type �Actor� in the target domain. Thus, we can de�ne generalized
roles of actors and the concrete roles inherit all features of the more general one. The role
�Employee�, e.g., is used to specify that all actors of an enterprise may be in contact with
a customer - see Fig. 6.

A triple rule tr : L → R consists of a triple graph L (left hand side), a triple graph
R (right hand side) and a triple graph morphism tr . Triple rules specify how two models
of interrelated domains can be extended synchronously. For this reason, triple rules do
not delete elements and we can assume that the triple graph morphism tr is given by an
inclusion. Intuitively, the rules de�ne in which way relevant concepts of the domain of
model M ′

1 are mapped into concepts of the domain of model M2 and vice versa. Thus, a
TGG speci�es the structure of consistently interrelated models of the source and target
domains.

Some of the triple rules for our example are presented in Fig. 16 and described in Ex. 1
below, while the remaining rules are presented in Sec. 5. The rules are depicted in compact
notation, i.e., the left and right hand sides L and R are depicted as one triple graph and
those elements that occur only in R are marked with the label �++�, because they are
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created by the rule.
Given an existing triple graph, a triple rule can be applied if the left hand side L of

the rule, i.e., the non-marked nodes and edges, match the elements in the given triple
graph. The result of a rule application is a transformation step G1 =⇒ G2, where those
nodes and edges that are marked with �++� are added to the given triple graph G1 leading
to the resulting triple graph G2. A triple rule may be extended by negative application
conditions (NACs), which restrict the application of the rules [56]. A NAC is a triple graph
that extends the left hand side of the rule by forbidden patterns. This means that a rule
with NACs is not applicable, if these forbidden patterns are present in the current triple
graph G1. Within the �gures, we mark NACs by a frame with label �NAC�.

Figure 16: Triple rules in compact notation - part I

Example 1 (Triple Rules). The �rst two triple rules in Fig. 16 are depicted in abstract
syntax. They specify that actors of an RBP model (business process model domain) can be
related to actors of a PIO model (organizational model domain), if their names are equal.
The �rst rule creates a new actor in the PIO component together with a corresponding new
actor in the RBP component. The NAC ensures that the PIO component does not already
contain an actor with the same name. The reason is that our domain language of PIO
models requires that names of actors and resources are unique in the abstract syntax of
PIO models. The second rule takes an existing actor in the PIO component and relates it
with an new created actor in the WDEPC component of a triple graph. This means that the
�rst rule has an empty left hand side, while the second one contains the actor node in the
PIO domain. The third and forth rules are depicted in the more intuitive visual notation,
i.e., in concrete syntax that is derived from the abstract syntax.

Note that from an intuitive point of view, the triple rules of a TGG specify the con-
sistency requirements that have to be satis�ed by two interrelated models. Therefore, the
design of the triple rules is essential before performing the conformance check.

In the following, we brie�y review the main formal concepts of TGGs [145, 57]. A triple
graph G = (GS ←sG−− GC −tG−→ GT ) de�nes a source model by graph GS, a target model by
graph GT and their correspondences given by graph GC linked to the source and target
models by graph morphisms sG and tG.
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G = (GS

m �� mS ��

GCsGoo

mC ��

tG //

(=) (=)

GT )
mT��

H = (HS HC
sH

oo
tH
// HT )

A triple graph morphism m = (mS,mC ,mT ) :
G→ H de�nes a mapping between two triple graphs
and consists of three graph morphisms - one for each
component. Moreover, a triple graph morphism is re-
quired to be compatible with the structure of G and H, i.e. with the internal morphisms
sG, tG, sH , and tH : (mS ◦ sG = sH ◦mC) ∧ (mT ◦ tG = tH ◦mC).

A triple rule tr : L→ R is given by an injective triple graph morphism tr . This means
that triple rules are non-deleting, because the left hand side L is completely included in
the right hand side R. This is su�cient, because triple rules are used for the speci�cation
of consistent integrated models and not for the editing of source and target models.

L
m ��

� � tr // R
n��(PO)

G �
�

t
// H

In order to apply a triple rule tr to a triple graph G we have to �nd a
triple graph morphism m : L→ G from the left hand side L into G. The
match speci�es the location at which the rule is applied. A rule application
is given by a triple graph transformation step G =

tr ,m
==⇒ H from G to H

via triple rule tr and match m. Roughly spoken, the image m(L) of the left hand side
L in G is replaced by R leading to the resulting triple graph H. The formal categorical
construction is a pushout in the category of triple graphs (see [57] and [56, 83] concerning
rules with NACs).

Finally, a TGG generates the language of integrated models VL: VL = {G | ∅ =
tr∗
=⇒ G

via TR}. Therefore, TGGs provide a constructive and declarative pattern based speci�ca-
tion formalism for the language of consistent integrated models. Moreover, we derive the
language of consistent source models VLS and consistent target model VLT according to
the TGG by restricting the integrated models in VL to either the source domain (VLS) or
the target domain (VLT ).

4.2 Model Transformation

The operational rules for the forward and backward directions of bidirectional model trans-
formations based on TGGs are derived automatically from the TGG itself [56]. In the
present scenario, we use consider the forward case in order to transform BP models into
corresponding PIO models.

Figure 17: Derived source and forward rules for �Resource2Resource�

Figure 17 shows the derived source and forward rules for the triple rule �Re-
source2Resource()� from Fig. 16. The source rule is obtained by restricting original the
triple rule to the source component, i.e., by removing all elements from the correspondence
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and target component. Thus, source rule �Resource2Resource()S� creates a new resource in
the BP domain without changing the PIO domain. The forward rule is intuitively obtained
by removing all �++�-signs from the source component. This means that the forward rule
reads the source component and adds the missing elements in the correspondence and tar-
get domain. The depicted forward rule �Resource2Resource()F � takes an existing resource
of the BP domain and adds the corresponding resource in the PIO domain, where the NAC
ensures that this resource does not exist already. The formal construction is based on the
rede�nition of the morphisms of the triple rule according to Def. 1 below.

De�nition 1 (Derived Triple Rules). Given a triple rule tr = (trS, trC , trT ) : L→ R, the
source rule trS : LS → RS and the forward rule (FW-rule) trF : LF → RF are derived
according to the diagrams below.

L = (LS

tr �� trS ��

LCsLoo

trC ��

tL // LT )
trT��

R = (RS RC
sR
oo

tR
// RT )

triple rule tr

LS = (LS

trS �� trS ��

∅oo

��

// ∅)

��

RS = (RS ∅oo // ∅)

source rule trS

LF = (RS

trF �� id ��

LCtrS ◦ sLoo

trC ��

tL // LT )
trT��

RF = (RS RC
sR

oo
tR
// RT )

forward rule trF

The beauty of these de�nitions can be directly grasped by looking at how easily the
morphisms can be shifted around by going from the de�nition of triple rules to the de�nition
of forward rules (sLF

= trS ◦ sL). Likewise, the source rules are the result of a simple
restriction of the triple rules to the source component.

From a conceptual point of view the model transformation based on forward rules
assumes a source graph that is transformed into a target graph by applying forward trans-
formation rules. In detail, the given source graph is extended by an empty part for the
correspondence nodes and an empty part for the target graph. Then, the forward rules
operate on the integrated graph until the target graph is fully created. Finally, the target
graph is obtained by removing the source and correspondence graphs from the integrated
triple graph. The formal de�nition is given next, where the execution of the forward
transformation rules is controlled by a special control condition called �source consistency�
(see [57]). Intuitively, this condition ensures that forward rules are not applied twice at
the same structure and each element of the source model is translated exactly once, such
that the resulting integrated model is a consistent triple graph according to the TGG.
Note that the application of forward rules without an equivalent control condition does
not ensure these properties. An e�cient execution algorithm respecting source consistency
is presented in [83].

De�nition 2 (Model Transformation based on FW-Rules). A model transformation se-

quence (GS, G0 =
tr∗F=⇒ Gn, G

T ) based on FW-rules consists of a source graph GS, a tar-

get graph GT , and a source consistent forward sequence G0 =
tr∗F=⇒ Gn with GS = GS

0 and
GT = GT

n .
A model transformation MT : VL(TGS) V VL(TGT ) is de�ned by all model trans-

formation sequences (GS, G0 =
tr∗F=⇒ Gn, G

T ) based on FW-rules with GS ∈ VL(TGS) and
GT ∈ VL(TGT ).
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In order to be sure that the resulting integrated model of a model transformation is
consistent for a given valid source model we have to require that our model transformation
based on forward rules is correct. Moreover, we require completeness in the sense that the
forward model transformation leads to a corresponding valid target model for any given
valid source model.

De�nition 3 (Syntactical Correctness and Completeness). A model transformation MT :
VL(TGS) V VL(TGT ) based on forward rules is

• syntactically correct, if for each model transformation sequence (GS, G0 =
tr∗F==⇒ Gn, G

T )
via MT there is G ∈ VL with G = (GS ← GC → GT ) implying further that GS ∈ VLS

and GT ∈ VLT , and it is

• complete, if for each GS ∈ V LS there is a model transformation sequence

(GS, G0 =
tr∗F==⇒ Gn, G

T ) via MT .

De�nition 3 above means that every model transformation based on forward rules
(Def. 2) is syntactically correct if it leads to valid triple graphs. It is complete if for each
integrated model the contained source model can be transformed into the target model
of the integrated model. As stated by Thm. 1 below, both properties hold for all model
transformations based on forward rules according to Def. 2 using the control condition
�source consistency�. The formal proof is given by the proof for Thm. 2 in [56] based on
the provided on-the-�y execution algorithm. We can therefore rely on both properties for
the conformance checks.

Theorem 1 (Syntactical Correctness and Completeness). Each model transformation
MT : VL(TGS) V VL(TGT ) based on forward rules is syntactically correct and complete.

However, a model transformation based on forward rules MT : VL(TGS) V VL(TGT )
is in general not a function from VL(TGS) to VL(TGT ). But there are su�cient criteria
for ensuring functional behaviour and e�cient executions as presented in [83]. The analysis
of these criteria can be performed automatically using the critical pair analysis engine of
AGG [5] and additional automated optimization techniques [83].

4.3 Conformance Analysis Based on TGGs

In order to perform conformance checks between di�erent human-centric models of the EM-
Cube, we now introduce the formal notions and results for conformance analysis based on
TGGs and apply them to our case study in Sec. 5.

From a conceptual point of view, a source model conforms to a target model if both
models can be integrated according to the given TGG, i.e., if there is a consistent integrated
model that aligns both given models.

De�nition 4 (Conformance). Let TGG = (TG , ∅,TR) be a triple graph grammar. A
model M1 ∈ VLS in the source language conforms to a model M2 ∈ V LT in the target
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language if and only if there is an integrated model (M1 ←MC →M2) ∈ VL, i.e. (M1 ←
MC →M2) is consistent according to the TGG.

In the case that two heterogeneous domains are completely interrelated according to a
TGG, conformance can be analysed directly via Def. 4 using the derived model integration
techniques for TGGs [51] and existing TGG tools [100, 146]. Given a model M1 of the
source language and a model M2 of the target language, then M1 conforms to M2 if they
can be integrated to a consistent triple graph.

However, in the general case, like in our case study, the situation is more complex. The
given source model (the BP model in Fig. 5) does not contain all necessary information
for deriving the target model (the PIO model in Fig. 6). In particular, our BP model in
Fig. 5 does not provide information about the inheritance relation within the PIO model
in Fig. 6. For this reason, we consider a more general notion of conformance called forward
conformance. Model M2 (the PIO model in Fig. 6) is not required to be a model of the
target language VLT . It is only required to be typed over the type graph TGT of the target
domain. M1 forward conforms to M2, if there is a model M ′

2 that corresponds to M1 and
its elements can be mapped to the elements of M2 in a consistent way. The conditions for
this mapping are de�ned separately by a setMC of triple morphisms, called conformance
morphisms.

De�nition 5 (Forward Conformance). Let TGG = (TG , ∅,TR) be a triple graph grammar
andMC be the class of conformance morphisms. A model M1 ∈ VLS in the source language
forward conforms to a model M2 with respect to TGG andMC i� M2 is typed over TGT

and there is a model M ′
2 ∈ VLT , such that M1 conforms to M ′

2 and there is a conformance
morphism m ∈MC with m : M ′

2 →M2.

In our case study, the classMC of conformance morphisms consists of all morphisms
that are identities on attribute values, i.e. attribute assignments are preserved. This allows
in particular that PIO' models may specify permitted communication and access rights on
a more abstract level using the inheritance information.

By Theorem 2 below, we can conclude that conformance checks can be fully automated.
A source model M1 forward conforms to the target model M2 in those cases in which there
is a model transformation sequence from a source model M1 to an intermediate target
modelM ′

2 and a conformance morphism between the intermediate target modelM ′
2 and the

target model M2. The conformance morphisms are obtained by generating all matches via
standard pattern matching of graph transformation tools and eliminating those that violate
the speci�ed conformance criteria. This criteria can be speci�c for the concrete application
domain and we present a quite general and often appropriate one in our example in Sec. 5.

Theorem 2 (Forward Conformance). Given a triple graph grammar TGG = (TG , ∅,TR)
with derived model transformation MT : VLS → VLT based on forward rules, a class of
conformance morphisms MC, a source model M1 ∈ VLS and a target model M2 typed
over TGT . Then, M1 forward conforms to M2 with respect to TGG and MC i� there

is a model transformation sequence (M1, G0 =
tr∗F==⇒ Gn,M

′
2) via MT and a conformance

morphism m ∈MC with m : M ′
2 →M2.
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As already mentioned in the previous section, there are some elements in the BP model
in Fig. 5 that are not relevant for checking conformance with respect to the PIO model in
Fig. 6. Therefore, we slightly generalize the notion of forward conformance. The di�erence
is that we �rst reduce the BP model in Fig. 5 by a restriction to the relevant types resulting
into the RBP model and perform the conformance check for the reduced model. This idea
leads to the general notion of generalized forward conformance. The model M1 typed over
a type graph TG1 is restricted to a model M1|TGS typed over the source type graph TGS

of the TGG by removing all elements in M1 that are not typed over TGS. Formally, a
type restriction r1 : TG

S ↪→ TG1 speci�es that TGS is a subgraph of TG1 and therefore,
TGS may contain less types than TG1 [58].

De�nition 6 (Generalized Forward Conformance). Let TGG = (TG , ∅,TR) be a triple
graph grammar and let MC be a class of conformance morphisms, r1 : TGS ↪→ TG1 be
a type restriction and let M1 be a model typed over TG1. Then, M1 forward conforms to
M2 ∈ VLT with respect to r1, if the restricted model M1|TGS of M1 is a model in VLS and
M1|TGS forward conforms to M2 with respect to TGG andMC.

We now end up with the following procedure according to the visualization in Fig 14:
1. The given model M1 (in our case the BP model in Fig. 5) is restricted to M ′

1

(the RBP model), i.e., elements of non-relevant type are removed.

2. The model transformation is executed with input M ′
1 (the RBP model) and in

the case of success we know by Thm. 1 that M ′
1 is a model in VLS.

3. Finally, we can apply Thm. 2 and check for (complete) conformance ofM ′
2 toM2,

in our case the PIO model in Fig. 24, where existence of a conformance morphism
is performed by a match search available in graph transformation engines [5].

In the next section, we discuss that the presented domain model BP satis�es the notion
of generalized forward conformance concerning the given PIO model and for full technical
details of the case study we refer to [82].

Summing up, the notion of generalized forward conformance is general enough for
analysing conformance of heterogeneous models with loose coupling, i.e., each of the mod-
elling domains may contain exclusive information not relevant for the other domains and
the analysis is performed using veri�ed formal techniques of algebraic graph transformation
that can be fully implemented.

4.4 Evaluation

In a next step, we evaluate the presented modeling technique against the requirements that
came out of the analysis of the real-world scenario at Credit Suisse as well as out of the
analysis of the related work. The requirements concerning only the new EM-Cube were
evaluated in the previous section.

The types of graphs that are able to be transformed by the help of algebraic graph
transformation (AGT) are equally well suited to represent the abstract syntax of textual
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Name Description Check

R10 Use of a Generic Formal Syntax Model for all Types of Languages OK
R11 Use of Implementable Formal Syntax Transformation Techniques OK
R12 Support for Conformance Checks between Models OK
R13 Support for Language Families OK
R14 Support for bidirectional Model Transformation and Integration OK
R15 Support of Partial Models OK
R16 Support for loose Coupling of Models OK
R20 Support for Language-Critical Reconstruction Techniques OK
R21 Support for Agile Modeling Techniques OK
R22 Support for Model Transformation Techniques OK
R25 Mutual Alignment of Models and their Requirements OK
R26 Use of Formal Syntax Analysis Techniques OK
R27 Reuse of already Implemented Formal Semantics OK
R28 Support for Modeling and Programming Languages OK
R29 Support for Graphical and Textual Domain Languages OK
R30 Support for Formal Languages OK
R31 Support for Language Integration OK

Figure 18: Selected Requirements for Algebraic Graph Transformation

as well as graphical (visual) languages (R10) [36]. Available implementations of AGT like
MOFLON [117], AGG [5] and AGG-M [33] show that the formal syntax transformation
technique can be implemented e�ectively (R11). The modeling technique supports further
formal conformance checks between models as it was developed in the scope of this article
(R12). These checks were executed using the tool AGG. Since AGT equally well supports
textual and graphical (visual) languages, they can be easily used in an integrated fashion
as discussed in [36], which supports the management of language families build upon tex-
tual and graphical languages (R13). In addition to that, the modeling technique is able
to support bidirectional model transformation [83] as well as model integration [51, 100]
using the same set of declarative triple rules (R14, R22). We claim that these features
enable rule reuse and, therefore, lead to the opportunity of lower costs, higher �exibility
and better consistency compared with generator driven approaches. Because transforma-
tion and integration techniques also work on partial graphs as well as partial type graphs,
partial models are supported by AGT (R15) [59]. The loose coupling of models (R16) is
realized by the mathematical relationship between source and target models in the context
of model transformation and integration [33]. In addition to that, we believe that language-
critical reconstruction techniques as discussed in [34] show a good potential to be soundly
supported by formal graph transformation techniques on the level of the abstract syntax
graphs of textual and graphical (visual) languages (R20). We further believe that this
property holds also for agile modeling techniques [13]. In particular, agile modeling bene-
�ts from the rule-based and declarative nature of transformation systems, which can also
work on partial models and partial type graphs (R21). Models and their constraints can be
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mutual aligned with corresponding requirements (R25) using declarative triple rules [34] on
di�erent levels of abstraction. The suggested modeling technique of algebraic graph trans-
formation supports formal syntax analysis techniques (R26) concerning, e.g., functional
behavior [85] and information preservation [57]. In particular, the analysis of functional
behaviour is used to optimize the e�ciency of the execution of model transformations [83],
while the analysis of information preservation is used to ensure the quality and precision
of a model transformation [57]. An already implemented formal semantics of a formal tool
can be interfaced by de�ning a graph grammar for the formal speci�cation language used
by such a tool in order to create machine-centric models in such a language that represents
a certain semantic speci�cation (R27). A related example regarding the formal semantics
of business processes is discussed in [36]. Both, modeling languages and programming lan-
guages, can be textual or graphical (visual). Their corresponding language speci�cation
can therefore be encoded by the help of graph grammars and type graphs, which are part
of the suggested modeling technique (R28) [65]. The same holds for graphical and textual
domain languages (R29), which may even evolve [30], and which could be supported by
applying the same formal graph transformation techniques as meta-transformations on the
graph grammar [55]. This applies likewise (R30) when de�ning formal languages that may
be either textual or graphical [59]. We believe that language integration can be supported
by integrating graph grammars and related triple graph grammars (R31).

5 Concrete Example

This section presents the further details of our running example, from which we used some
parts to illustrate the main concepts in the previous sections. The example demonstrates
how the EM-Cube can be instantiated using formal techniques of algebraic graph trans-
formation in order to check for the mutual conformance of organizational models.

At �rst, we complete the triple graph grammar that is used to specify how RBP mod-
els (source domain) are consistently aligned with PIO models (target domain). For this
purpose, we present the complete set of triple rules and depict again the triple type graph
in Fig. 19 (also shown in Fig. 15).

Figure 20 recalls the �rst four triple rules, which we introduced in Sec. 4 before. They
are used for aligning actors and resources in the source domain (RBP models) with their
corresponding counterpart in the target domain (PIO models). In a similar way, rule
�Function2Channel� in Fig. 21 is used to synchronously create a function in an RBP model
and its corresponding channel in the PIO model. The rule �execute� does not create an
explicit correspondence node, but is based on already existing correspondences. The e�ect
of the rule �execute� is that an actor in the RBP model is connected to a function he is
executing and at the same time, the corresponding actor in the PIO component is connected
with the corresponding channel. Note that a channel is intended to specify the possible
communication of an actor with those actors that are involved in the execution of the same
function.

The next rules already coincide with one kind of their operational rules (either source
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Figure 19: Triple Type Graph in abstract and concrete Syntax

Figure 20: Triple rules in compact notation and abstract/concrete syntax - part I

or forward rule). These rules are used in order to reduce the amount of necessary triple
rules. We could equivalently use triple rules that are possible combinations of rules 7-10
with rules 11-13. However, the rules would be quite complex and the di�erence between
them would be rather small.
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Figure 21: Triple rules in compact notation and concrete syntax - Part II

Figure 22: Triple rules in compact notation and concrete syntax - Part III

Each possible data �ow path between a function and a resource shall correspond to a
corresponding write and read access right in the PIO model for each actor that is attached
to the function in the RBP model. At �rst, the triple rules in Fig. 21 are used to create
the data elements and their links in the RBP model. Rule �input� requires a node of type
�Function� and creates a new data element and the connecting input link. This means
that the data element is read by the function. In a similar way, rule �output� concerns
data elements that are written by a function in an RBP model. Rule �atResource� takes a
given data element and a resource and connects them. Finally, rule �directCommunication�
establishes a direct link between a function and a resource, i.e., the actual data elements
are not speci�ed.

Based on the established data �ow structures that are created by rules 7-11, the three
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rules in Fig. 22 create the corresponding access rights of actors to resources. Rules "readAc-
cess" and "readAccessDirect" require a data �ow into a function node and create a link
of type �r� that speci�es that the actor has read access to this resource. Similarily, rule
�wirteAccess� looks for a data element that is written into a resource and establishes a link
of type �w� that speci�es that the actor has write access to this resource. All these three
rules are equipped with negative application conditions (NACs, [56]) that are indicated by
a frame with label �NAC1�. A NAC speci�es a pattern that is forbidden when applying the
rule. This ensures that the rules are not applied again, i.e., when a corresponding access
right does already exist for the particular actor.

Summing up, the triple rules specify in a compact and visual way, how RBP models shall
be aligned to PIO models. Based on the triple rules, the operational rules for executing
the model transformation are derived as described before in Sec. 4. These operational rules
build the basis for performing conformance checks between RBP and PIO models, which
we focus on next. For the full technical details and results concerning the execution of
models transformations based on TGGs and in particular concerning the TGG of this case
study, we refer to Chapter 6 of [82].

Example 2 (Conformance of Business Process Models). We analysed conformance of the
BP model in Fig. 23 (also shown in Fig. 5) with the PIO model in Fig. 25 (also shown
in Fig. 6) using the tool AGG. For the class MC of conformance morphisms we use the
set of all morphisms m, such that m is an identity on attribute values and m respects the
inheritance relation in the PIO model. This means that nodes can be mapped to nodes
whose type is more general. This kind of morphism respecting the inheritance relation is
formalized by the notion of clan morphisms in [53]. The class of conformance morphisms
is a quite natural choice, because the morphisms preserve the names while allowing for
�exibility concerning models with inheritance structures [52].

In the �rst step of the analysis, we performed the type restriction on the business process
(BP) model M1. The corresponding type morphism r1 : TGS → TG1 is given by an
inclusion. The restricted type graph TGS is the source component of the TGG type graph
shown in Fig. 15. The type graph TG1 for BP models extends TGS by events and additional
adjacent edge types. Therefore, all events and adjacent edges in M1 are removed leading to
M ′

1. In the next step of the conformance check, the model transformation is executed using
the tool AGG [5] according to the execution approach in [83] for TGGs. The resulting
partially integrated organizational (PIO) model M ′

2 is shown in Fig. 24. Note that the
channel nodes in M ′

2 do not have name attributes, because this information is not available
in RBP models. Nodes in a PIO model with the same name may occur multiple times
in the concrete syntax but they refer to the same element in the abstract syntax as it is
common praxis in visual modelling techniques like, e.g., UML [154]. Moreover, the private
communication channels of actors (loops) are not depicted in the visual notation of PIO
models in order to improve readability.

For the �nal step�the matching�we used AGG with a slight extension for computing
the required conformance morphism m : M ′

2 →M2 from the generated PIO M ′
2 model into

the given PIO model M2 in Fig. 6. Model M ′
2 does only contain information that can be
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Figure 23: Given human-centric business process model (BP model M1)
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Figure 24: (Partially) integrated human-centric organizational models (PIO model M ′
2)

generated from BP model M1

Figure 25: Given and (partially) integrated human-centric organizational models (PIO
model M2)

retrieved from the BP model M1. For this reason, the �rst two components concerning the
business agents and the organizational hierarchy and matrix do only contain nodes but no
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edges that would specify a relation between business agents. The mapping m : M ′
2 →M2 is

mainly given by the position in visual notation. In particular, the conformance morphism
maps the left unnamed channel node (between the customer and the relationship manager
in the communication part) to the channel node �Consultation�. This mapping is compatible
with the inheritance relation, because the relationship manager is an employee. Note that
we are not using the abbreviations depicted in the BP model in Fig. 5, but the explicit full
names according to the legend that is depicted in the bottom of the same �gure. This means
that we assume that the names are only abbreviated in the concrete syntax and are stored
explicitly in the abstract syntax. For matching in more complex cases see Rem. 1 below.

All together, the match found by AGG is a conformance morphism and thus, the RBP
model M1 in Fig. 5 conforms to the PIO model M2 in Fig. 6.

Remark 1 (Matching of similar Names). In the present example, we considered models
that are based on a �xed vocabulary of names for business objects and actor roles. In
particular, we required that conformance morphisms are identities on attribute values. In
the more general case, however, names may be ambigous. This means that matching has
additionally to cope with an adequate handling of synonyms, homonyms and equipollences
as well as false designators [62]. This would be an orthogonal extension of our presented
technique and is left for future work.

5.1 Evaluation

In a next step, we evaluate the concrete example against requirements that came out of the
analysis of the real-world scenario at Credit Suisse as well as from the analysis of related
work. We abstract those requirements that have no concrete anchor in this example. The
selected requirements are summarized in the following table (see Fig. 26).

Our concrete example consists of a given human-centric business process, the BP model
M1 (see Fig. 5), and given and (partially) integrated human-centric organizational models,
the PIO model M2 (see Fig. 6), that are placed into the EM-Cube (see Fig. 4) (R17). The
BP model is put into the organizational sub-domain HBP (human-centric business pro-
cess), the di�erent parts of the PIO model originate from the organizational sub-domains
HBH (human-centric hierarchy), HBS (human-centric business service), HBR (human-
centric business rules) and HIR (human-centric IT rules) and HBA (human-centric busi-
ness agents) (R23). The BP model shows up formulated in a graphical domain language,
whereas, for example, the rules, even so, they are represented graphically, could equiva-
lently be expressed in a textual domain language (R29). The reduction of the BP model
towards a RBP model gives an example for the support of partial models (R15). The
loose coupling between the RBP model and the PIO model is realized by the help of triple
rules (R16). Derived forward rules are used for the transformation of the RBP model
into the PIO' model (R14, R22). Hereby, formal syntax analysis techniques are used to
guarantee functional behavior of the model transformation (R26). Automatic matching
between the generated PIO' model out of the RBP model and the PIO model helps to
check for conformance between both models (R12). The transformations and checks can
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be executed automatically because the underlying formal syntax transformation techniques
are implementable (R11). And because the used formal syntax model of algebraic graph
transformation is generic and can encode the languages used here, the same transforma-
tion techniques and conformance checks can be applied in all cases (R10). The rule models
sketch how the concept of a language family could work here. In detail, elements of a
domain language for agents, elements of a domain language for business services, and el-
ements of a domain language for the agent's rights are combined, for example, into one
artifact (R13). A mutual alignment between business and IT models could be imagined
for the rule models (R3), however, it is not worked out here.

Name Description Check

R3 Mutual Alignment of Organizational Business and Organizational IT Models OK
R10 Use of a Generic Formal Syntax Model for all Types of Languages OK
R11 Use of Implementable Formal Syntax Transformation Techniques OK
R12 Support of Conformance Checks between Models OK
R13 Support of Language Families of Small Domain Languages OK
R14 Support of bidirectional Model Transformation and Integration OK
R15 Support of Partial Models OK
R16 Support of loose Coupling of Models OK
R17 Use of a Model Framework OK
R22 Support of Model Transformation Techniques OK
R23 Support of Language Spaces OK
R26 Use of Formal Syntax Analysis Techniques OK
R29 Support of Graphical and Textual Domain Languages OK

Figure 26: Selected Requirements for the Concrete Example

6 Conclusions and Future Work

The main conclusion is that the EM-Cube and algebraic graph transformation mutually
support each other. Without the formal modeling technique the EM-Cube could not come
up with all the aligned organizational sub-domains encompassing organizational models
that should be mutually conforming. Without the EM-Cube the formal techniques of alge-
braic graph transformation would not necessarily lead to such organizational sub-domains
that require a solution of how to deal with conformance issues.

Promising future work shows up in the area of future versions of the EM-Cube as
well as in the area of new model operations based on algebraic graph transformation. In
addition to the presented formal results and automated techniques concerning syntactical
correctness of model transformations, there is also a need for similar results concerning
semantical correctness, where �rst promising results are presented in [86, 54].
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